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ABSTRACT 

A major problem for knowledge representation is how to revise a knowledge system in the light 
of new information that is inconsistent with what is already in the system. Another related prob- 
lem is that of contractions, where some of the information in the knowledge system is taken away. 

Here, the problems of modelling revisions and contractions are attacked in two ways. First, 
two sets of rationality postulates or integrity constraints are presented, one for revisions and 
one for contractions. On the basis of these postulates it is shown that there is a natural corre- 
spondence between revisions and contractions. 

Second, a more constructive approach is adopted based on the "epistemic entrenchment" of the 
facts in a knowledge system which determines their priority in revisions and contractions. We in- 
troduce a set of computationally tractable constraints for an ordering of epistemic entrenchments. 

The key result is a representation theorem which says that a revision method for a knowledge 
system satisfies the set of rationality postulates, if and only if, there exists an ordering of 
epistemic entrenchment satisfying the appropriate constraints such that this ordering determines 
the retraction priority of the facts of the knowledge system. We also prove that the amount of in- 
formation needed to uniquely determine the required ordering is linear in the number of atomic 
facts of the knowledge system. 
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1. PROGRAM 

One of the main problems concerning knowledge representation is how to revise a knowledge 
system in the light of new information --  information that may be inconsistent with what is alrea- 
dy in the system. When a system is revised some of the old information has to be retracted. The 
main problems are to determine which information should be given up and how this should be handled 
computationally (cf. updates o f  databases as studied by Fagin, Ullman and Vardi (1983) and Fagin, 
Kuper, Ullman and Vardi (1986). Related projects are pursued by Ginsberg (1986), Fop and Rap 
(1986), and Martins and Shapiro (1986)). Apart from revisions, there is a closely related type of 
change of a knowledge system which we call contractions. Such a change occurs when some of the in- 
formation in the knowledge system is retracted without adding any new items, for example because 
it is discovered that the information derives from a faulty source. 

We will attack the problems of revisions and contractions of knowledge systems by two methods. 
In Section 2 we will present two sets of rationality postulates for these processes and outline 
the connections between the postulates. These postulates should be viewed as dynamic intregrity 
constraints or transition laws. The postulates will depend on viewing a knowledge set as a set of 
(logically related) facts. This part is mainly a summary of earlier work (Gardenfors (1984,1988), 
Alchourr6n, G~lrdenfors and Makinson (1985), Makinson (1985)). 

In Section 3 we adopt a more constructive approach. It will be assumed that apart from the 
logical relations, a knowledge set has some additional structure which makes it possible to deter- 
mine the epistemic entrenchment of the facts in the system. The epistemic entrenchment of a fact 
represents how important it is for problem solving or planning on the basis of the knowledge 
system and in this way determines the database priority of the fact. We introduce a set of logical 
constraints for an ordering of epistemic entrenchment. 

The key result of the paper is a representation theorem which says, roughly, that a revision 
method for a knowledge set satisfies the set of rationality postulates presented in Section 2, if 
and only if, there exists an ordering of epistemic entrenchment satisfying the logical constraints 
such that this ordering determines the retraction priority of the facts. We also prove that, due 
to the logical constraints on the ordering of epistemic entrenchment, the amount of information 
needed to uniquely determine the required ordering (and thereby also to determine the revision 
method) is linear in the number of atomic facts of the knowledge set. We conclude by some comments 
on implementations of revision (and contraction) methods. 

The proof of theorems are grouped together in an appendix. 

2. POSTULATES FOR REVISIONS AND CONTRACTIONS 

We assume that the items of a knowledge system are expressed in some language L which is 
closed under applications of the boolean operators - (negation), & (conjunction), v (disjunction), 
and -> (implication). Further details of the language will be left unspecified here. We will use 
A, B, C etc. as variables over sentences in L. A knowledge set is a set K of sentences in L which 
satisfies the integrity constraint: 

(I) If K logically entails B, then B E K. 

In logical parlance, this means that a knowledge set is a theory which can be seen as a partial 
description of the world (knowledge sets are called "belief sets" in G~rdenfors (1988)). "Partial" 
because in general there are sentences A such that neither A nor -A are in K. The sentences in a 
knowledge set will also be called/acts.  Here we assume that the underlying logic includes classi- 
cal propositional logic and that it is compact. If K logically entails A we will write this as K 
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I- A. We also assume that 1- satisfies "disjunction in the premises", i.e. that K U {B v C} I- 
A whenever both K U {B} I- A and K U {C} I- A. 

By classical logic, whenever K is inconsistent, then K 1- A for every sentence A of the langu- 
age L. This means that there is exactly one inconsistent knowledge set under our definition, 
namely the set of all sentences of L. We introduce the notation K& for this knowledge set. Clear- 
ly, K.. t is useless for information handling purposes, but for technical reasons we have included it 
as a knowledge set. When we want to exclude it from consideration, we may simply speak of consi- 
stent knowledge sets. 

The integrity constraint (I) that a knowledge set is supposed to be closed under logical con- 
sequence will cause problems when it comes to implementing a system, since there are in general 
infinitely many logical consequences to take care of. We will return to implementation problems at 
the end of Section 3. 

We believe that this formal framework is appropriate for representing knowledge systems for 
computational approaches. This approach is propounded in Fagin, UUman and Vardi (1983), Reiter 
(1984), Giirdenfors (1984, 1988) among others. It has the advantages of handling facts, logical in- 
tegrity constraints and derivation rules in a uniform way and it is a convenient way of modelling 
partial information. 

The logic determined by 1- and the integrity constraint (I) specify the statics of knowledge 
sets. We now turn to their dynamics. What we need are methods for updating knowledge sets. Three 
kinds of updates will be discussed here: 
(i) Expansion: A new sentence together with its logical consequences is 

added to a knowledge set K regardless of the consequences of the larger 
set so formed. The knowledge set that results from expanding K by a 
sentence A will be denoted K*A. 

(ii) Revision: A new sentence that is inconsistent with a knowledge set K is 
added, but in order that the resulting knowledge set be consistent some 
of the old sentences in K are deleted. The result of revising K by a 
sentence A will be denoted K*A. 

(iii) Contraction: Some sentence in K is retracted without adding any new 
facts. In order that the resulting system satisfies (I)some other 
sentences from K must be given up. The result of contracting K with 
respect to the sentence A will be denoted K-A. 

Expansions of knowledge sets can be handled comparatively easy. K+A can simply be defined as 
the logical closure of K together with A: 

(Def +) K+A = {B: K U {A} l- B} 

As is easily shown, K+A defined in this way will satisfy (I) and will be consistent when A is con- 
sistent with K. 

It is not possible to give a similar explicit definition of revisions and contractions in 
logical and set-theoretical notions only. To see the problems for revisions, consider a knowledge 
set K which contains the sentences A, B, A&B -> C and their logical consequences (among which is 
C). Suppose that we want to revise K by adding -C. Of course, C must be deleted from K when for- 
ming K*-C, but also at least one of the sentences A, B, or A&B -> C must be given up in order to 
maintain consistency. There is no purely logical reason for making one choice rather than the 
other, but we have to rely on additional information about these sentences. Thus, from a logical 
point of view, there are several ways of specifying the revision K*A. What is needed here is a 
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(computationally well defined) method of determining the revision. We will handle this technically 
by using the notion of a revision function * which has two arguments, a knowledge set K and a sen- 
tence A, and which has as value the knowledge system K*A. 

The contraction process faces parallel problems. A concrete example is provided by Fagin, 
Ullman and Vardi (1983, p. 353): 

"Consider for example a relational database with a ternary relation SUPPLIES, where a tuple 
<a,b,c> means that supplier a supplies part b to project c. Suppose now that the relation 
contains the tuple <Hughes, tiles, Space Shuttle>, and that the user asks to delete this 
tuple. A simpleminded approach wouuld be to just go ahead and delete the tuple from the 
relation. However, while it is true that Hughes does not supply tiles to the Space Shuttle 
project anymore, it is not clear what to do about three other facts that were implied by the 
above tuple, i.e. that Hughes supplies tiles, that Hughes supplies parts to the Space 
Shuttle project, and that the Space Shuttle project uses tiles. In some circumstances it 
might not be a bad idea to replace the deleted tuple by three tuples with null values: 

<Hughes,tiles,NULL> 
<Hughes,NULL,Space Shuttle> 

and 

<NULL,tiles,Space Shuttle>. 

The common denominator to both examples is that the database is not viewed merely as a 
collection of atomic facts, but rather as a collection of facts from which other facts can 
be derived. It is the interaction between the updated facts and the derived facts that is 
the source of the problem." 

Also here we introduce the concept of a contraction function - which has the same two argu- 
ments as before, i.e. a knowledge set K and a sentence A, and which produces as value the know- 
ledge set K-A. Later in this section we will show that the problems of revision and contraction 
are closely related - -  being two sides of the same coin. 

From a computational point of view, the ultimate goal is to develop algorithms for computing 
appropriate revision and contraction functions for an arbitrary knowledge set. However, in order 
to know whether an algorithm is sucessful or not it is necessary to determine what an "appropri- 
ate" function is. Our standards for revision and contraction functions will be two sets of ratio- 
nality postulates. One guiding idea is that the revision K*A of K with respect to A represents the 
minimal change of K needed to accomodate A consistently. Here, we will just list the postulates, 
with only a few comments. The postulates are defended and further investigated in G~irdenfors 
(1984, 1988), Alchourr6n, G~rdenfors, and Makinson (1985), and Makinson (1985). 

Postulates for revisions: 

(K*I) 
(K*2) 
(K*3) 
(K*4) 
(K*5) 
(K*6) 
(K*7) 
(K*8) 

K*A is a knowledge set 
A ~ K*A 
K*A C_ K+A 
If - A ~ K ,  then K+A ~ K * A  
K*A = Kj.only if [- -A 
If I- A <-> B, then K*A = K*B 
K*A&B ~ (K*A)+B 
If -B ~ K ' A ,  then (K*A)+B C_ K*A&B 
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Since (K*I) - (K*6) do not refer to revisions with respect to compound sentence these postulates 
will be called the basic postulates for revision. It can be shown that in the presence of the 
basic postulates, the conjunction of (K*7) and (K*8) is equivalent to the following principle 
(G~rdenfors (1988), principle 3.3.6): 

(K 'V)  K*AvB = K*A or K*AvB = K*B or K*AvB = K ' A N  K*B. 

Postulates for contractions: 

(K-I) 
(K-E) 
(K-3) 
(K-4) 
(K-5) 
(K-6) 
(K-7) 
(K-8) 

K-A is a knowledge set 
K AC_K 
If Aft K, then K-A ffi K 
If not I- A, t.hen A ~ K - A  
K C_ (K-A)*A _ 
If I- A <-> B, then K A = K-B 
K-A ¢~ K-B C K-A&B 
If A¢  K-A&B, then K-A&B C K-A 

Again, a motivating idea for these postulates, in particular (K-5), (K-7) and (K-8), is that K-A 
represents the minimal change of K needed to retract the fact A under the integrity constraint 
(I). There is an extended discussion of the postulate (K-5) of "recovery" for contraction in 
Makinson (1987). (K- l )  - (K-6) will be called the basic postulates for contractions. In the pre- 
sence of these, the conjunction of (K-7) and (K-8) can be shown to be equivalent to the following 
principle (Alchourr6n, G~trdenfors, and Makinson (1985), G~rdenfors (1988), principle 3.4.7): 

(K-V) Either K-A&B ffi K-A or K-A&B = K-B or K-A&B ffi K-A/'~ K-B. 

We next turn to a study of the connections between revision and contraction functions. A revi- 
sion of a knowledge set can be seen as a composition of a contraction and an expansion. More pre- 
cisely: In order to construct the revision K ' A ,  one first contracts K with respect to -A and then 
expands K - - A  by A. Formally, we have the following definition: 

(Def *) K*A = (K--A)+A 

That this definition is appropriate is shown by the following result: 

Theorem 1: If a contraction function - satisfies (K-I)  to (K-6), then the revision function * 
obtained from (Def *) satisfies (K*I) - (K*6). Furthermore, if (K-7) also is satisfied, (K*7) will 
be satisfied for the defined revision function; and if (K-8) also is satisfied, (K*8) will be 
satisfied for the defined revision function. 

Conversely, contractions can be defined in terms of revisions. The idea is that a sentence B 
is accepted in the contraction K-A if and only if B is accepted both in K and in K*-A. Formally: 

(Def -) K-A = K t3 K*-A 

Again, this definition is supported by the following result: 

Theorem 2: If a revision function * satisfies (K*I) to (K*6), then the contraction function - 
obtained from (Def -) satisfies (K- l )  - (K-6). Furthermore, if (K*7) is satisfied, (K-7) will be 
satisfied for the defined contraction function; and if (K*8) is satisfied, (K-8) will be satisfied 
for the defined contraction function. 
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Theorems I and 2 show that the two sets of  postulates for  revision and contraction functions 
are interchangeable and a method for  constructing one of  the functions would automatically, via 
(Def  *) or (Def  -),  yield a construction of  the other function. 

It should be noted, however,  that the rationality postulates do not uniquely determine a 
revision or a contraction function. On the other hand, we claim that the postulates (K*I)  - (K*8) 
and (K-1)  - (K-8)  exhaust what can be said about  revisions and contraction in logical and se t - the-  
oretical terms only. This means that we must seek further  information about  the epistemic status 
of  the elements of  a knowledge state in order to solve the uniqueness problem. This project  will 
be the topic of  next section. 

3. EPISTEMIC ENTRENCHMENT 

Even if  all sentences in a knowledge set are accepted or considered as facts (so that they are 
assigned maximal probabili ty),  this does not mean that all sentences are are of  equal value for 
planning or problem-solving purposes. Certain pieces of  our knowledge and beliefs about  the world 
are more important  than others when planning future actions, conducting scientific investigations, 
or reasoning in general. We will say that some sentences in a knowledge system have a higher 
degree of  epistemic entrenchment than others. This degree of  entrenchment  will, intuitively, have 
a bearing on what is abandoned from a knowledge set, and what is retained, when a contraction or a 
revision is carried out. 

From an epistemological point of  view, some may see the notion of  epistemic entrenchment  as 
more fundamental  than that of  contraction. Some may, conversely, see contraction as being more 
fundamental ,  and some, finally, may remain sceptical of  any such priorization. From a purely 
formal point of  view, the most promising direction is perhaps that which takes the relation of  
epistemic entrenchment  as basic. Accordingly,  we begin this section by presenting a set of  postu-  
lates for epistemic entrenchment which will serve as a basis for  a constructive definition of 
appropriate revision and contraction functions. 

The guiding idea for  the construction is that when a knowledge system K is revised or contrac-  
ted, the sentences in K that are given up are those having the lowest degrees of  epistemic en- 
t renchment (Fagin, Ullman and Vardi (1983), pp. 358 ff.,  introduce the notion of  "database prio-  
rities" which is closely related to the idea of  epistemic entrenchment  and is used in a similar 
way to update knowledge sets. However ,  they do not present any axiomatization of  this notion). 

We will not assume that one can quantitatively measure degrees of  epistemic entrenchment ,  but 
only work with qualitative properties of  this notion. One reason for this is that we want to em- 
phasize that the problem of  uniquely specifying a revision function (or a contraction function) 
can be solved, assuming only very little structure on the knowledge systems apart f rom their 
logical properties. Another,  quite different ,  way of  doing this was described by Alchourron and 
Makinson (1985). 

If  A and B are sentences in L, the notation A <_ B will be used as a shorthand for  "B is at 
least as epistemically entrenched as A". The strict relation A < B, representing "B is epistemi-  
cally more entrenched than A", is def ined as "A _< B and not B ~_ A. Note that the relation <_ is 
only def ined in relation to a given K - -  di f ferent  knowledge sets may be associated with di f ferent  
orderings of  epistemic entrenchment.  
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Postulates for epistemic entrenchment: 

(EE 1) If A < B and B < C, then A < C 
(EE2) If  A l- B, then A < B 
(EE3) For any A and B, A < A&B or B < A&B 
(EE4) When K # K ~  A d  K i f f  A < B, for all B 
(EE5) If B <_ A for all B, then I- A 

(transitivity) 
(dominance) 
(eonjunctiveness) 
(minimality) 
(maximality) 

The justification for (EE2) is that if  A logically entails B, and either A or B must be retracted 
f rom K, then it will be a smaller change to give up A and retain B rather than to give up B, 
because then A must be retracted too, if  we want the revised knowledge set to satisfy the inte- 
grity constraint (I). The rationale for (EE3) is as follows: If one wants to retract A&B from K, 
this can only be achieved by giving up either A or B and, consequently, the informational loss 
incurred by giving up A&B will be the same as the loss incurred by giving up A or that incurred 
by giving up B. (Note that it follows already from (EE2) that A&B < A and A&B <_ B). The postulates 
(EE4) and (EE5) only take care of  limiting cases: (EE4) requires that sentences already not in K 
have minimal epistemic entrenchment  in relation to K; and (EE5) says that only logically valid 
sentences can be maximal in <. (The converse of  (EE5) follows f rom (EE2), since if I- A, then 
B I- A, for all B). 

We note the following simple consequences of these postulates: 

Lemma 3: Suppose the ordering < satisfies (EEl)  - (EE3). Then it also has the following pro- 
perties: 
(i) A <_ B or B <_ A (connectivity); 
(ii) If B&C <_ A, then B < A or C <_ A; 

(iii) A < B i f f  A&B < B. 
(iv) If C <_ A and C <_ B, then C <_ A&B. 
(v) If  A <_ B, then A <_ A&B. 

Note that in view of  (i), A < B may be more simply defined as not B < A. 

The main purpose of  this article is to show the connections between orderings of epistemic 
ent renchment  and contraction and revision functions. We will accomplish this by providing two 
conditions, one of which determines an ordering of  epistemic entrenchment  assuming a contraction 
function and knowledge set as given, and the other of which determines a contraction funct ion as- 
suming an ordering of  epistemic entrenchment  and knowledge set as given. The first condition is: 

(C<_) A <_ B if and only if A ~  K-A&B or I- A&B 

The idea underlying this definit ion is that when we contract K with respect to A&B we are forced 
to give up A or B (or both) and A should be retracted just in case B is at least as epistemically 
entrenched as A. In the limiting case when both A and B are logically valid, they are of equal 
epistemic entrenchment  (in conformity with (EE2)). 

The second, and f rom a constructive point of  view most central, condition gives an explicit 
definit ion of  a contraction function in terms of the relation of epistemie entrenchment:  

(C-) B E K - A  if and only if B E K and either A < AvB or [- A 

Perhaps the best way of  motivating this condition (apart f rom the fact that it "works" in the 
sense of  theorems 4 - 6 below) is to note that if  B is in K (and K is consistent), then the epi- 
stemi¢ ent renchment  of -B will always be less than that of  B according to (EE4), so the relation 
-B <_ B will give no clue as to whether  B should be in K - A  or not. We have to look for other fo rmu-  
las involving B and A. According to (C<), A < B is essentially the same as B ~ K-A&B.  If we 
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replace B by AvB, we get AvB E K=A&(AvB) iff  A < AvB (assuming that A is in K). But K=A&(AvB) is 
the same as K A. And, given the under-standing that the contraction operation should satisfy 
(K-5), we have also that -AvB E K-A; hence, for any B E K, we have AvB E K-A iff  B E K-A. Putting 
this together gives: If A E K, then for any B E K, B E K-A iff A < AvB. (Note that this argument 
does not stand completely on its own feet, since it presumes (C~.) and the validity of several of 
the basic postulates for contraction including most conspicuously (K-5)). The case that A d K is 
handled by noting that if  B E K, then A < AvB follows from the postulates for epistemic entrench- 
ment so then (C-) says just K-A ffi K as desired. 

As mentioned above, one might take the ordering of epistemic entrenchment to be more fundamen- 
tal than a contraction function or a revision function. Condition (C-) now provides us with a tool 
for explicitly defining a contraction function in terms of the ordering <. An encouraging test of 
the appropriateness of such a definition is the following theorem, which is the central result of 
this article: 

Theorem 4: If an ordering < satisfies (EEl) - (EE5), then the contraction function which is 
uniquely determined by (C-) satisfies (K-1 ) - (K-8) as well as the condition (C<_). 

Indirectly, theorem 4 provides us with a consistency proof for the set of postulates for con- 
tractions (and thereby also for the postulates for revisions via theorem 2) since it is easy to 
show, using finite models, that the set (EE 1) - (EE5) is consistent. 

Conversely, we can show that if we start from a given contraction function and determine an 
ordering of epistemic entrenchment with the aid of condition (C<_), the ordering will have the 
desired properties: 

Theorem 5: If a contraction function - satisfies (K-I )  - (K-8), then the ordering <_ that is 
uniquely determined by (CO satisfies (EE 1) - (EE5) as well as the condition (C-). 

(A weaker version of theorems 4 and 5 was proved in a very roundabout way in G/irdenfors (1988) 
as Theorem 4.28. That proof depended on the results of Grove (1986).) 

Theorems 4 and 5 imply that conditions (C-) and (CO are interchangeable in the following 
sense: Let C be the class of contraction functions satisfying (K- l )  - (K-8) and E the class of 
orderings satisfying (EEl) - (EE5). Let C ̂  be a map from E to C such that C^(<_) = - is the con- 
traction function determined by (C-) for a given ordering ~ and let E ̂  be a map from C to E such 
that E^(-) ffi < is the ordering determined by (C<_) for a given contraction function -. We have as 
an immediate consequence of theorems 4 and 5 that: 

Corollary 6: For all - in C, C^EA(-) = -; and for all <_ in E, E^C^(<_) ffi _<. 

From an epistemological point of view, these results suggest that the problem of constructing 
appropriate contraction and revision functions can be reduced to the problem of providing an 
appropriate ordering of epistemic entrenchment. Furthermore, condition (C-) gives an explicit 
answer to which sentences are included in the contracted knowledge set, given the initial know- 
ledge set and an ordering of epistemic entrenchment. From a computational point of view, applying 
(C-) is trivial, once the ordering <_ of the elements of K is given. 

We will conclude the paper by some remarks on the computational aspects of adding an ordering 
of epistemie entrenchment to the representation of a knowledge system. One important question con- 
cerns the amount of  information that needs to be specified in order to determine an ordering of 
epistemic entrenchment over a knowledge set K. In all applications, knowledge sets will be finite 
in the sense that the consequence relation I- partitions the elements of K into a finite number of 
equivalence classes. In algebraic terms, the set of these equivalence classes will be isomorphic 
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to a finite Boolean algebra. This isomorphism is helpful when it comes to implementing a represen- 
tation of a knowledge set. A finite knowledge set can, for example, be described via its set of 
atoms or via its set of dual atoms (which correspond to maximal disjunctions of atoms). 

A Boolean algebra with n atoms has 2 n elements and, in general an ordering over a Boolean al- 
gebra must be specified for all these elements so that there exist (2n)! different total orderings 
of such an algebra (the number of pre-orderings is even larger). However, the postulates (EEl) - 
(EE5) introduce constraints on the ordering 5_ so that the number of orderings satisfying these 
postulates will be much smaller. The following result shows that the number of orderings over a 
Boolean algebra with 2 n elements is only n!: 

Theorem 7: Let K be a finite knowledge set, and let T be the set of all top elements of K, 
i.e. all dual atoms of K. Then any two relations < and <_', each satisfying (EEl) - (EE5), that 
agree on all pairs of elements in T are identical. 

The computational interpretation of this result is that in order to specify the ordering of 
epistemic entrenchment over a knowledge set K containing 2 n elements, and thus a complete contrac- 
tion function over K according to Theorem 4, one needs only specify the ordering of n elements 
from K. This means that the information required is linear in the number of atomic facts in K. 

Appendix: Verification of theorems 

Theorem 1: If a contraction function - satisfies (K-I)  to (K-6), then the revision function * 
obtained from (Def *) satisfies (K*I) - (K*6). Furthermore, if (K-7) also is satisfied, (K*7) will 
be satisfied for the defined revision function; and if (K-8) also is satisfied, (K*8) will be 
satisfied for the defined revision function. 

Proof: (a) Suppose that - satisfies (K- l )  - (K-6), and that * is defined by (Def *). Then 
immediately, by the definition of +, K*A is a knowledge set containing A, giving us conditions 
(K*I) and (K*2). For (K*3), note that K - - A  C K by (K-2), so by the monotony ofl-  and the defini- 
tion of +, (K--A)+A C K+A, that is K*A C K~'A as required. For (K*4), suppose -A ~ K. Then by 
(K-3), K C K- -A ,  so by the monotony of I- again, K+A C (K--A)+A = K*A by (Def *) as required. For 
(K*5), suppose K*A ffi K i: We want to show I- -A, and by ,K-4 )  it will suffice to show -A E K--A.  
Because K*A = K±we have in particular -A E K*A = (K--A)  A = {B: K - - A  U {A} I- B}. Thus K - -  A U {A} 
I- -A, so since I- includes classical logic and is closed under disjunction in the antecedent, 
K - - A  I- -A; so because K - - A  is a know_ledge set, -A E K - - A  as desired. For (K*6), suppose I- A<->B. 
Then I- -A <-> -B by classical logic, K -A ffi K -B by (K-6), so K*A = K*B by (Def *) and classical 
logic. 

(b) The derivations of (K*7) and (K*8) from (K-7) and (K-8) respectively in addition to the 
basic postulates (K-1) to (K-6) for contraction, are a little more complex. They are given in full 
in Alchourr6n, G~trdenfors and Makinson (1985), Observations 3.1 and 3.2. 

Theorem 2: If a revision function * satisfies (K*I) to (K*6), then the contraction function - 
obtained from (Def -) satisfies (K- l )  - (K-6). Furthermore, if (K*7) is satisfied, (K-7) will be 
satisfied for the defined contraction function; and if (K*8) is satisfied, (K-8) will be satisfied 
for the defined contraction function. 

Proof: Suppose that * satisfies (K*I) to (K*6) and that - is defined by (Def -). Then K-A is 
the intersection of two knowledge sets which, as is well known, is always a knowledge set, giving 
(K- 1). Clearly, K-A C K, giving (K-2). For (K-3), suppose Ag  K. We need to show that K A = K, and 
so given (K-2) already checked, it suffices to show that K C K-A = K ~ K*-A, so it suffices to 
show K ~K*-  A. But because ASK and K is a knowledge set, - -  f ig  K so by (K*4) K +- A C K*- A; and by 
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the definit ion of  +, clearly K C K+-A.  Putting these together gives K C K * - A  as desired. For 
(K-4) ,  suppose A E K - A ;  we need to show I- A. Because A ~ K - A  we have by (Def  -) that A E K * - A ,  
and clearly by (K*2) also -A E K*-A.  Thus, using (K*I) ,  K * - A  = K~ Applying (K*5) gives us I- - - A ,  
that is I- A as desired. For (K-5) ,  we need to show that K C (K (~ K * - A ) ' A .  Suppose B E K; we 
need to show that (K/ '1 K*-A)  U {A} I- B. Because I- includes classical logic and is closed under 
disjunction in the antecedent,  this is the same as K O K * - A  I- -A v B. But because B E K and K is 
a knowledge set, -A  v B C K; and by (K*2) and (K* 1 ) we have also -A v B £ K * - A ,  so - A v B ~  K ~ K*-A  
and thus K f3 K * - A  I- -A  v B as desired. For (K-6)  f rom (K*6) the argument is similar to the one we 
gave in the reverse direction. 

(b) The derivations of  (K-7)  and (K-8)  f rom their counterparts for  * are a little more comp-  
lex, and are also given in full in Alchourr6n, G/irdenfors and Makinson (1985), Observations 3.1 
and 3.2. 

Theorem 4: If an ordering <_ satisfies (EEl)  - (EE5), then the contraction funct ion which is 
uniquely determined by (C-) satisfies (K-1)  - (K-8)  as well as the condition (C<). 

Proof: Suppose <_ satisfies (EEl)  - (EE5) and that the contraction funct ion - is defined by 
(C-). The condition (K22), that is K - A  C K, is immediate f rom (C-). For ( K - l ) ,  the argument is 
more subtle. Suppose K A I- C; we need to show C E K - A .  By the assumption of  compactness of  I-, 
there are B . . . . . .  B ~ K - A  w i t h B  I & . . . & B  I- C. To show that C E  K - A i t  suffices by rule 
(C-)  to show l that C ~ K and either A'< AvC or I ~ A. Since B 1 . . . . .  B 6 K - A  C K as already ob-  
served and B. & ... & B l- C, and K is a knowledge set, we fiave C eUK. Now suppose not I- A, we 
need to show!that A < A~C, that is A <_ AvC and not AvC <_ A. By lemma 3 (i), connectivity,  it suf-  
fices to show the latter. First consider the principal case that n > 1. Now since B . . . . . .  B E 

- • • . - i . . n 
K A, we know by  condition (C-)  that elther I- A or else for each B., A < AvB.. By supposmon,  not 

1 . . . .  
I- A, so we have A < AvB. and thus not AvB. < A for  each B.. lay lemma 3 (n), this g~ves us not 

1 1 - -  • • 1 
(AvB. )  & ... & ( A v B )  <_ A, and so by (EE2) and classical logic, not A v (B. & ... & B ) < A. But 
B.  & l . . . & B  I - C , s ~ A v ( B .  & . . . & B  ) I - A v C s o b y ( E E 2 ) A v ( B .  & l . . . & B  ) < ~ v - C  s o b y  

l . . . n . . . .  1 n - 
t r a n s i t i v i t y  not AvC <_ A as dieslred. In ~ e  hmltmg case that n = 0, so that l- C, we have l- A r C  
so by (EE2), D <_ AvC for all D; whilst since not l- A, we have by (EE5) that not D <_ A for some D; 
so that by  transitivity not AvC <_ A as desired. 

For (K-3) ,  suppose A ~ K. We need to show K C K - A .  Let  B 6 K. By rule (C-)  it suffices to show 
A < AvB, that is A <_ AvB and not AvB <_ A, so by lemma 3 (i) the latter suffices. Since A ~ K we 
have K ~  K. so by (EE4), A <_ D for  all D. On the other hand, since B £ K,  (EE4) also gives us not 
B <_ D for  some D. Hence by transitivity not B <_ A and so by (EE2) and transitivity, not AvB <_ A, 
as desired. 

For (K-4)  suppose not I- A; we need to show A ¢ K - A ,  which by (C-)  is the same as either A ~ K 
or both not A < AvA and not l- A. Suppose then that A ~ K. Then since A ~ K and K is a know-  
ledge set, not l- A. Hence it suffices to show not A < AvA, for which it suffices to show AvA < A. 
But AvA 1- A, so by (EE2) AvA <_ A as desired. 

For (K-5) ,  suppose B ~ K; we need to show K - A  U {A} I- B. By the hypothesis on I-, it suffices 
to show - A v B E  K A, i.e. by rule (C-)  that - A v B E  K and either A < Av( -AvB)  or I- A. Because B E K 
and K is a knowledge set, we have the former.  For the latter, suppose not I- A. We need to show 
A < Av( -AvB)  and not Av(-AvB)  < A, and by lemma 3(i), it suffices to show the latter. But 
Av( -AvB)  is a tautology, so I- Av(-AvB),  so by (EE2), D < Av( -AvB)  for  all D, whilst by (EE5) not 
D < A for  some D, so that by  transitivity, not Av(-AvB)  < A as desired. 

For (K-6) ,  suppose I= A <=> B. We show K - A  C K=B; the converse is similar. Suppose C E K - A .  
Then by rule (C-),  C E K and either A < AvC or I- A. Since l- A <-> B we have I- AvC <-> BvC so 
using (EE2), A < AvC if f  B < BvC. Thus we have C £ K and either B < BvC or I- B, so by rule (C-),  
C E K B as desired. 
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For (K-7) ,  suppose C E K - A  ¢3 K-B.  Then C E K, and either I- A or A < AvC, and also either I- B 
or B < BvC. We want to show that C E K A&B, so by rule (C-) it suffices to show that either I- A&B 
or A&B < (A&B) v C. Suppose not I- A&B. In the case that I- A, we have I- B <-> A&B, so by (K-6)  
already verif ied K B = K-A&B and so CE K-A&B as desired. Likewise when I- B we have K - A  = K-A&B 
and so C E K-A&B. Hence we may assume both not I- A and not I- B. So because CE K - A  and CE K-B 
we have not AvC <_ A and not BvC <_ B, so using (EE2) and transitivity, not AvC <_ A&B and not BvC < 
A&B, so by lemma 3 (ii) not (AvC) & (BvC) <_ A&B, so by (EE2) and transitivity, not (A&B) v C <_ 
A&B, so that A&B < (A&B) v C. Because also C E K, it follows by (C-) that C C- K - A & B  as desired. 

For (K-8),  suppose A ~ K-A&B. We want to show that K-A&B C K - A .  As limiting cases, note that 
if [- A then by (K-2)  and (K-5)  already verified, K-A&B C K C( 'K-A)+A = K - A ,  and that if AE K, 
then by (K-3)a l ready  verified, K-A&B = K = K - A ,  as desired. Hence we may suppose without loss of 
generality that A E K and not I- A. Now suppose C ~  K-A;  we need to show CE K-A&B.  If  CE K, then 
we are done, using (K-2)  already established, so we suppose C 6 K. Because C E K - A  whilst C < K 
and not I- A, we have by rule (C-) that not A < AvC, so using lemma 3 (i), AvC < A. Because not 
l- A, we also have not I- A&B, so by rule (C-), in order to show C ¢~ K A&B it suffices to show 
(A&B) v C < A&B. For this it will suffice to show A < A&B, for then we have the sequence (A&B) v C 
I- AvC < A < A&B, so that (A&B) v C <_ A&B by (EE2) and transitivity. To show that A < A&B, we 
appeal to the initial hypothesis that A E K-A&B. Because A E K and not I- A&B, we have by (C-) 
that not A&B < (A&B) v A, so using lemma 3 (i), A I- (A&B) v A <_ A&B, so A < A&B by (EE2) and 
transitivity, as desired. 

Finally, to verify the condition (C<_), suppose first that A <_ B whilst A E K-A&B; we need to 
show I- A&B. Since A E K A&B we have by rule (C-) that A E K and either I- A&B or (A&B) < 
(A&B) v A. But since A <_ B we have by lemma 3 (v) that A <_ A&B, so using (EE2) and transitivity, 
(A&B) v A <_ A&B, so not A&B < (A&B) v A and hence I- A&B as desired. For the converse, suppose 
either A ~ K A&B or I- A&B. In the latter case, [- B so A < B as required by (EE2). Suppose, then, 
that not [- A&B. Since A e K  A&B and not I- A&B, we have by rule (C-) that either A e K  or not A&B 
< (A&B) v A. The former  case gives us A < B as required, by (EE4). The latter case gives us, 
using lemma 3 (i), A I- (A&B) v A < A&B I- B, so that by (EE2) and transitivity we have again A <_ 
B as desired. 

Theorem 5: If  a contraction function - satisfies ( K - l )  - (K-8),  then the ordering < that is 
uniquely determined by (C<) satisfies (EE 1) - (EE5) as well as the condition (C-). 

Proof: Suppose the contraction function satisfies ( K - l )  to (K-8),  and that the relation <_ is 
def ined by the rule (C5_). It will be useful to note first that it follows immediately f rom (K-5) 
and (K-2)  that when I- A, then K - A  = K. We leave the verification of  (EEl) ,  transitivity, until 
last, as it is considerably more complex than the others. 

For (EE2), suppose A I-_ B. To show A < B, it suffices by rule (C<) to show that either_ I- A&B 
or A EK A &B. But if  A E K A&B, then by (K-  1 ) and the hypothesis A I- B we have A&B E K A &B, so b y 
(K-4), l- A&B. 

For (EE3), we need to show that either A ~ K-A&(A&B) or B g K-B&(A&B) or I- A&(A&B) or 
I- B&(A&B). By classical logic and (K-6),  it suffices to show either A E K A&B or B g K A&B or 
I- A&B. But if the first two fail, we have using ( K - l )  that A&BE K A&B, so by (K-4),  I- A&B as 
desired. 

For (EE4) suppose, Kq=K.L, and suppose first that AOEK. Then by (K-2) we have A ~g K-A&B,  so 
by the rule (C<_), A <_ B for all B. For the converse, suppose that A <_ B for all B. Then in parti- 
cular A _< -A, so by (C<_), either A 6 K - A & - A  or I- A&-A.  But since K =#- K.Lwe have using ( K - l )  that 
A & - A  ~ K and so by (K-  1) again, not l- A&-A,  so that A ~  K - A & - A  = K by (K-3) ,  as desired. 
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For (EE5), suppose B 5_ A for all B. Then by the rule (C5-), for  all B either I- B&A or B 
K-A&B. Choose B with I- B, for example a classical tautology. Then by (K-  1), B C K-A&B,  so I- B&A 
and so I- A as desired. 

For (EEl) ,  suppose for reductio ad absurdum that A 5_ B, B 5_ C, but not A 5_ C. Using (C5_) this 
gives us: either I- A&B or A ~ K-A&B; either I- B&C or BSK-B&C;  AE K - A & C  and not I- A&C. First, 
we note that not I- A&B. For if  I- A&B, then I- B, so by ( K - l )  B E K-B&C so by our second hypo-  
thesis I- B&C, so I- A&C contradicting our third hypothesis. Next we note that not I- B&C. For if  
B&C, then I- C so that using (K-6),  K - A & C  = K - A ,  so using our third hypothesis, A E K-A;  so by 
(K-4)  I- A, so I- A&C again contradicting our third hypothesis. 

Since not  I- A&B and not I- B&C we have: A ¢  K-A&B,  B~ K-B&C, but A E K-A&C.  We obtain a con-  
tradiction f rom this triad by first using (K-7)  to show A 6 K-A&B&C,  and then using (K-8)  twice to 
show the opposite. For the first leg, note that A&B&C is t ru th-funct ional ly  equivalent to 
(A&C)&(-AvB),  so by (K-7)  to show A E K-A&B&C it suffices to show A E K - A & C  and also 
A E K -AvB. The former  holds by hypothesis. For the latter, note that the former  implies by (K-2)  
that A E K so that by (K-5)  K - - A v B  U {-AvB} I- A, so using the assumption that I- includes t ruth-  
functional  logic and is closed under  disjunction of the antecendent,  K - - A v B  1- A; so that by 
(K-  1), A E K -AvB as desired. This shows that A E K-A&B&C. 

For the second leg, to show A ¢ K-A&B&C it suffices, given the information that A ¢ K-A&B,  to 
show that K A&B&C C_ K-A&B. Hence by (K-8) it suffices to show A & B ¢  K-A&B&C.  But since 
not I- A&C we have not I- A&B&C, and so by (K-4),  A&B&C ~ K-A&B&C. Consequently,  using 
( K - l ) ,  either A&B ~ K-A&B&C or C ~ K-A&B&C. In the first case we are done, so suppose C 6  
K A&B&C. Then using (K-1)  we have B & C ~ K - A & B & C ,  so by (K-8)  again, K-A&B&C C K-B&C. 
Combining this with the information that B ~ K-B&C gives us B ~ K-A&B&C so using (K-1) ,  A & B ~  
K A&B&C in this case too, and we are done. 

Finally, to ver i fy the condition (C-), suppose B E K - A .  Then we have B E K immediately by 
(K-2).  Now suppose not I- A; we want to show A < AvB, i.e. A 5_ AvB and not AvB 5_ A. We have 
the former  by (EE2) already verified. For the latter, observe that since not I- A we have not 
I- (AvB)&A and since B E K - A  we have by (K-  1) and (K-6)  that AvB E K-(AvB)&A,  so by the rule 
(C5_), not AvB 5_ A as desired. For the converse, suppose B E K and either A < AvB or I- A. If 
I- A, then K A ffi K as remarked at the beginning of the proof so since B E K we have B ~ K - A  as 
re_quired. On the other hand, in the case that A < AvB we have that not AvB 5- A, so by (C5-), AvB E 
K (AvB)&A = K - A .  Moreover,  by (K-5),  since B E K, K - A  U {A} I- B so using (K-  1) we have -AvB E 
K - A .  Putting these together with (K-1)  again, we have B E K - A  in this case too, as required. 

Theorem 7: Let K be a finite knowledge set, and let T be the set of  all top elements of  K, 
i.e. all dual atoms of  K. Then any two relations 5_ and 5_', each satisfying (EEl)  - (EE5), that 
agree on all pairs of  elements in T are identical. 

Proof: Suppose that 5_ and 5-' are two relations over propositions, each satisfying (EEl)  to 
(EE5). Suppose that 5_ and 5-' agree on all pairs of  elements in T; we want to show that they are 
identical. We show that whenever  A 5- B then A 5-' B; the converse is similar. Suppose A 5- B. We 
begin by disposing of  the limiting cases that A g K, B ~ K, I- B, or I- A. In the case that A ~ K, 
condition (EE4) applied to 5-' gives us immediately A 5-' B as desired. In the case that B ~ K, con-  
dition (EE4) applied this time to 5- gives us B 5- C for all C. Since by hypothesis A 5- B, we thus 
have A 5_ C for all C, so by (EE4) again applied to 5_, A ~ K, which gives us the successfully veri-  
fied first case again. In the case that I- B, condition (EE2) applied to 5-' gives us immediately 
that A 5_' B as desired. In the ease that I- A, condition (EE2) applied to 5_ gives us C 5_ A for all 
C. Since by hypothesis A 5_ B, we thus have C 5_ B for all C, so by (EE5), I- B which gives us the 
successfully verif ied third case again. 
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This leaves us with the principal case that A,B ( K, not I- A and not I- B. In this case, boo- 
lean considerations tell us that l- A <-> (Ao & ... & A )  where 1 < n and all the A: are top ele- 
ments of K. Likewise, ]- B <-> (B 1 & ... &lB ) where"l < m and all-the B. are top eJlements of K. 
SinceA. & . . . & A  I - A w e h a v e b y ( E E 2 )  app~iedto<that--A- & .  & A  J < A s o b y l e m m a 3 ( i i )  

• n . . - -  " "  n - -  . applied!to < ,A .  < A  for some l < n .  Also, s m c e B I - B .  & . . . ~ B  we h a v e B I - B ,  f o r a l l l < m ,  
so by (EE2) applied to <, B < B.. Thus, since by hypothesis A < ~,  we have A. < A < B < B.; so 
that A. < B. for all 1 ~ m. But ~mce by suppos~Uon <_ and <__ agree on top elements, this glve~ us 
A. <' l~.-fol J all i < in. Thus by lemma 3 (iv) applied to <', we have A. <' B. Since A I- A. we thus 
finally l~ave by (EE2) and trans~tlvlty that A ~_ B as desired. 
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